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What is the problem?
Well planned & managed diverse landscapes have potential to capture
multi-functionality of different enterprises & enhance multiple well-beings.
• Decision-making for land-use change is complex & must balance
environmental, social, cultural & financial impacts.

• Decision-makers cannot create pictures in their minds to understand
the effects of large system changes and the flow-on effects to multiple
objectives and well-beings from their personal world-view
(& if they could they would not be able to communicate that
understanding to others).
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What is the solution?
Can visualisation of proposed new land uses accelerate highquality decision making and transition to landscapes that are
more diverse and supportive of multiple well-beings

Change at the farm level
I can see how changes on my farm
influence catchment outcomes

Response at catchment level
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Who using the research to make a difference?
Individual farmers/corporates (iwi & hapū) who may be considering
diversifying their portfolio of land-based enterprises and products in order
to take advantage of new market opportunities or conform to emissions
regulations, rules and guidelines.
Policy makers –developing/testing policies for impact on the environment
and communities at the local, regional or national scale
Industries who would like to identify and incentivise sustainable practices
amongst suppliers or who are seeking to develop new products/markets
Communities who want to explore new futures and enable a common
platform to share options and views.
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How is it building towards the OL+W goal?
Project is exemplar of how to develop a successful project with vision
Mātauranga at its core.
Enhanced confidence in landuse decisions & more rapid transition to a
diverse mosaic of land uses that delivers better economic, environmental,
social, cultural results than the current mix of land-uses.
Increased trust by community in land-use decisions because they can see
the ‘story’ around the decision.
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